Boost engagement with an all-in-one tool suite for collaborative learning

Interative Learning Anytime, anywhere

With personalized and impactful learning activities, students remain engaged in any context - whether in-person or online, asynchronous or synchronous.

Engaging Group Work at any Scale

Collaboration in large classrooms is no longer an issue! Scalable group assignments and detailed analytics will let you spot free-riding in no time.

Effective Peer Feedback Made Simple

Streamline peer assessment and self-reflection without compromising on feedback quality or increasing instructor workload.

Over 100 innovative institutions trust FeedbackFruits

33 045 active users
2780 learning activities created
78 250 feedback comments exchanged

About FeedbackFruits

FeedbackFruits is an ed-tech scale up based in Amsterdam that co-creates award-winning active learning tools. Ranked in the Deloitte Fast 50 and a multiple winner at the Reimagine Education Awards, FeedbackFruits partners with over 100 higher education institutions worldwide such as Cornell University, Texas Tech University, South Plains College, and Central Michigan University.

Want to know more?
Scan the QR code to book a personalized demo for your use case